Throughout the years, results show that participants rated their knowledge about the content after attending their workshop as higher than before attending their workshop. This shows us that our workshops have been successful in increasing our participants’ knowledge about the content.
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Overall, how would you grade this workshop/training?

Results show a general trend of WCEE’s workshops/trainings as primarily receiving a grade of excellent or good. Few graded their attended workshop as fair, pass or fail. This tells us that our workshops/trainings have provided most participants with the experience and help they needed.

How much did you know about the content before attending versus after attending the workshop?

Throughout the years, results show participants’ rated knowledge about the content after attending their workshop as higher than before attending their workshop. This shows us that our workshops/trainings have been successful in increasing our participants’ knowledge about the content.

How would you rate the importance of giving students the opportunity to learn about this program/workshop topic?

Every year, the average rated importance of the program/workshop topic was highly rated, with the average rating falling between a 4 and 5, (5 being important and 1 being not important). This tells us that participants who attend their program/workshop valued the importance of their students learning about the topic covered. However, it is important to keep in mind that the average rating could be so high due to participants purposefully taking the program/workshop as a result of their already established value of the topic.

How would you rate your agreement to the following statement: I plan to teach what I learned this school year?

A majority of respondents throughout 2017 and 2021 strongly agreed or agreed to plan on teaching what they had learned in the WCEE workshop/training attended. Few were neutral or disagreed that they would try to teach what they had learned. This tells us that our information, skills, and knowledge shared does not end with the workshops/trainings provided, but is being taken to the classroom and potentially even into the students’ households.

Would you recommend this workshop/training to a colleague?

Over the years, respondents have consistently shown to recommend the attended WCEE workshop/training to a colleague. Few, if any, have shown to not agree to recommending their attended workshop/training to a colleague. This is an encouragement to us that our workshops/trainings are successful enough that our participants want others to have the same experience. It is also encouraging to know that our programs are not only being advertised through our newsletters and social media, but also by word of mouth from those who have participated.